
Instead of coming on here trying to “re write” the book on long toss, so to speak.
I'm going to show you the people, WHO DID!

I'm going to be pulling articles off of Jaeger Sports (the long toss guru)and then 
brake it down, to how I feel about it.
Then I'm going to tell you some reasons why I feel that way.

Whether you want to “buy” into my “theory” on long toss or not, it doesn't matter to me.
What I am doing, is giving you the EXPERT, opinions and FACTS. When I say “expert”, 
I mean people who get paid to do the research and train our kids.

If your reading this, that means you have access to this world wide web thingy and you can
do your own research. 

HOWEVER, I promise, you will find yourself coming back to the information These guys are 
providing.

And Away We Go!

Jaeger Sports is the “go to place” for long toss. Its the image on the home page of the website. The first 
thing I see is “Long Toss, your arm is your lifeline, don't take it for granted?

What does this tell me? It tells me, the average dad who just “googles” “long toss”, will find this site. 
Now this dad, just wants to help his son, improve his arm strength and velocity (this was me).

Now just because this ONE person says its AWESOME or NEW AND IMPROVED!! doesn't mean its 
true. I'm the type of person who, checks another website and another and another. After that, I see what 
Science and Health have to say. 

Hence the title Tittle “Evolution of baseball” and the tag line “the science behind baseball”, I find the 
SCIENTIC proof and DOCUMENATION stating so, and then pick out the guys who use this approach.

So right now, I'm at the point where I believe, whats right and whats wrong

Now I've been down this road before on other sites. I picked Jaeger Sports on the sole purpose of 
people saying, “have you read Jagear sports”?Yes, Yes I have. Several dozen times. I never hear any 
other names brought up. Everyone in the baseball world says “my friend, Jaeger”. That right there just 
tells me its marketing. Some of it is and I also understand that everyone knows everyone at that level. 
That still doesn't mean its right. 

http://www.jaegersports.com/home.php?cat=


Back to Jaeger

Since he's the Guru on long toss, I wanted to see his proof and what his pupils say.

First is the pupils, there were 46 of them. Lets hear what they say. Testimonials 

I'm going on 6 things,                                 
Long Toss Strength Velocity  Bands Mental N/A

A B C D E F

Out of 46 players, I broke down what they are saying about his Long Toss program. They should be 
bragging about his “long toss” program, because that's where he claims they get their velocity and arm 
strength. 

Just a note; Don't associate arm strength with velocity. Just because your arm is getting stronger doesn't 
mean your going to throw harder. 

SSSHHHH!! don't tell anyone this, it will kill the marketing companies..... but its your mechanics that  
increase your velocity!!Mumz the word!!

So I will tell you, how many players said something about one of the above topics.

A B C D E F
Players 13 18 9 20 18 5

Only 20 (less then half, credited multiple things) which in my mind is a terrible stat. 

The numbers look a little off to me... 

The importance of long toss is to make our arm stronger and increase our velocity, right?

Well why did only 13 players mention long toss in their speech? 

Why do only 9 mention velocity?

 I also notice that only two people actually talk about radar numbers and only one of them says were he 
started and where he is now.

So what do I walk away thinking, after reading what HIS players are saying?

Easy!! Buy some bands, get stronger and more focused! I will squeeze in long toss, not too many of 
these guys (28%) seamed to bring it up.

http://www.jaegersports.com/Player-Testimonials/


The next thing I look at, after the “testimonials” is, wheres the scientific proof (wheres the beef)?

This site is AWESOME because its included! I don't have to “Google” around for it....
(but I did, anyway)

Why did I anyway?
I don't trust peoples “own” scientific proof, unless they are a one. I would suggest this as a good rule to 
follow. 

BACK ON TOPIC!!!!

Here's the scientific PROOF that his system works...Full story

Now before everyone reads this and thinks “well, hes working with the pro teams”
.
Let me ask you,  why did the Rangers and Cardinals pitching, fall off the wagon in the World Series?

If he's working with these guys to be mentally and physically stronger, what happened?

The Rangers were ONE strike away TWICE!!!

It was like both teams were hitting off a T. The pitching was horrible. 
The Cardinals were just “less worse”

I will add my own conclusion of the pitching in the MLB towards the end of this

OOOOPS, SORRY!!

BACK ON TOPIC!!!!

Now I'm a HUGE Eric Cressey Fan. 

But hearing this come from him isn't normal, he's usually got stuff directly related to scientific proof!

“I understand every pro team wants to protect their investment and I understand that they prefer to use a very 
evidenced based approach whenever possible, but even if the research hasn’t clearly proven it, I see a direct carry – 
over to long toss in terms of controlled flexibility and offering great benefits. I’m convinced that teams could see 
greater benefits by paying closer attention to off – season strength and conditioning adherence than by limiting long 

toss.” Eric Cressey  

Saying there's no research to prove it helps, really makes me wonder!!!

http://www.jaegersports.com/press_articles.php?psid=29


However, I agree with the fact, that you should be working in the OFF SEASON on strength and 
conditioning. Throwing a baseball cant just be a 3-4 month a year hobby. To have longevity and 
maintain injury preventives, we must be “PRO” active, not “RE”active.

Ron Wolforth, who runs the Texas Baseball Ranch     which has helped 98 pitchers touch 90 MPH, has seen 52 of their 

athletes get drafted since 2003, these are his thoughts: 
Several people have made money and gained stature by attempting to sound like the smartest guy in the 

room and scaring the living daylights out of people with regards to long toss and pitch counts…very much like a MIT 
professor in the 60′s who claimed the bumblebee could not possibly fly. This is not rocket science, it is really common 
sense. Most athletes these days are not overused or over stressed, they are under prepared. Professional baseball 
typically behaves in many ways that I would classify as anti-training. Long distance running…60,90, and 120 throwing 

programs…these protocols actually retard progress, not enhance it.” Ron Wolforth

Of course its not “rocket science” BUT it is science! 

He has helped 98 pitchers “touch” 90?

SO WHAT! 

He's runs a “ranch” (I have no idea how big or how many kids per year he trains) turning out baseball 
players, I would think the number would be a little higher. Not to mention, its also in a climate, where 
kids grow up with an advantage already. Up here in the GREAT STATE OF MINNESOTA, We are 
lucky to get 8 months a year where we can just simply, go out and play catch, let alone train. We need 
to find space in between basket ball stuff in the local gym, during our off season! Lets also be honest, 
how many parents can afford to go to a place like this, if its much more then a drive away? Your 
probably more dedicated then the next guy, so Im assuming only the best are going to this kind of 
place. So I'm also assuming they already are, some of the “elite” players, who already can “touch” 90.

He does state facts that  I've been trying to stress, in my posts and to parents.

To build stronger pitchers we need to increase time on the mound, not restrict it. Bailey can throw 80 
pitches easy. Its what we train for. He averaged around 40-50 per outing because of limited innings 
allowed. Once in awhile pitchers and athletes need to be pushed to their limits, mentally and physically. 
Its what builds champions. 

The league next year is cutting innings per game allowed, from 3 to 2. In most games Bailey had less 
then 20 pitches in two innings. Without building endurance now (mentally as well as physically), these 
pitchers will really struggle when they are asked, to do three times this, in school baseball.

I will go into further detail on this later as well!

Dr. Marcus Elliott was hired by the Seattle Mariners in March 2010 as the Director of Sports Science and Performance. 

He is also a Harvard trained physician and the founder of P3 (Peak Performance Project). 

“As far as I can tell the 120 foot rule is based entirely on rehab protocols that were designed to give recovering 
athletes a progressive structure as they stretched their arms out. As such, it was never intended to be the basis for a 
performance project. That alone undercuts its application for healthy, non rehabbing arms. As someone who has 
trained extensively in sports science and then in medicine at Harvard Medical School, I think I am in a unique position 
to address this issue. Dr. Marcus Elliot 

I don't really like hearing a Harvard grad, starting out his “research” with words like “as far as I can 
tell”. From this point on, I really don't pay A LOT of attention, just because he lost me at hello!

http://www.p3.md/p3performancetea.html
http://www.texasbaseballranch.com/


But I'm still listening......He goes on to say....

I can give you endless examples of very good MLB players that we work with who play the same position but need 
opposite things. The one-size-fits-all approach is easy for the coach, but is never the right approach if you are 
committed to your athletes, 

I agree with this, but on other things. Too many coaches are just “cookie cutter” coaches. To me this 
means, they are just a product of their own development. Coaches need to come to a realization, that to 
improve their players, they need to improve their coaching approach!

If a kid can throw a ball controlled, relaxed and cleanly with reasonable mechanics over 300 feet and you only let him 

throw out to, 120 or 180 feet, you are taking away an effective adaptation tool. 

First of all, “if” is correct. Unless you are working one on one with a player, don't send him out there 
without any supervision! Bad mechanics at maximum force applied, is the fastest way to ruin 
something! 

Imagine you just drive that brand new Ferrari off the lot. If someone cant shift through the gears 
correctly, they can ruin the clutch in under 2 minutes. If you drive it correctly (they call this “adult 
driven”) your repair bills are few and far between. So go ahead and spin the tires once and again, but it 
should not be habit forming.

We now have a pretty clear picture of the systems that are needed in MLB. These include things like lower body power, 
horizontal force, high level of elasticity in the trunk, hip mobility, scapular-thoracic stability/mobility etc. However, I 
see long toss as a bridge form building all of these systems, to now connecting them all and getting them online to 
create easy and repeatable velocity. Long toss gives players direct feedback of ball trajectory/distance on whether they 
were able to create more summated force in throwing reps – this is very valuable. Also, deceleration forces have 
generally been found to be lower in long toss than on the mound throwing, potentially meaning less wear and tear. We 
have had many examples of MLB players who long toss regularly with great success. Generally, these players are 
allowed to long toss in whatever organization they play in. In the last 2 years we have had 3 active pitchers win the Cy 

Young who are all driven by long toss. 

I couldn't agree more! We do need more trunk work and lower body mobility. We don't get this in long 
toss though! We are putting all the work on our arm!

There's the “velocity” part. Long toss is the bridge! I'm going to revert back to the 46 players who use 
this system. Remember? Only 9 out of 46 players mentioned anything about velocity. 

Lets face it. We all are looking for velocity. So we buy into this program, claiming to help you improve 
it, and only 9 say anything about it? 

C'mon now, if my radar numbers jumped, it would be the first thing I mention! If long toss got the 
numbers to jump, it would be the first thing I credit. 

But remember those 46 players? Only 13 mentioned long toss

Deceleration!!!These are the muscles we want to strengthen!!! Our backside!!! 
I have a drill, I specifically use for this.
The stronger our backside is, the faster our front side can go. I cover this in one of my training videos.
I learned the theory from Paul Reddick and Jeff Cavaliere.



Now comes the stuff I believe in. These next two guys, I also found when I “googled” Jaeger.

The first one is Dick mills Pitching,com

I'm going to show you four pictures. Two “long toss”, two “pitching”. You tell me the difference!

  

The above photos show the differences in mechanics between long toss and mound pitching. This  
difference, when practicing long toss, can have a negative transfer to mound pitching as I believe was 
proven in the ASMI study Jan. 2011. The pitcher in the top row is Red Sox pitcher Daniel Bard who 
pitches from 96-100 mph. Notice his body position at landing compared to the long tosser below. The long 
tosser has too much upward tilt of his trunk while his landing leg has too much bend or forward flexion… 
unlike Bard who exhibits proper bracing action with the knee less bent. Dick mills 

UH OH! 

Did he just say this was a proven fact? 

From who? 

ASMI?

Who is that? We'll get to them in a second

The next guy is Brent Pourciau (poor-c-o) Top Velocity

http://www.topvelocity.net/
http://www.pitching.com/


 
Now here's I guy who's done his homework. I'm not going to break down his thoughts on the subject. 
For the simple reason, he can put it into words, better then myself.  I'm going to send you to his articles.
 
Top 10 pitching secrets    3X VS Long Toss   3X pitching Superior to long toss  ASMI VS Jaeger

Adventures of long tossing  ETC!!!!! I'm still  leaving several out!

BE CAREFULL!!

There's things on there you just might not be able to accept quite yet. 

GO SLOW

He has a lot of things, on a lot of stuff! Once you start reading an article, it worm holes you into 
another one, and another one, and another one. If you don't like learning and reading baseball 

DON'T GO THERE!

Now your probably thinking “Why don't you say bad stuff about them”? 

Good question! 

Well, they don't have anything I don't agree with, AS FAR AS LONG TOSS (the subject at hand).

But they both have one thing in common that I cant argue with...... The science behind their beliefs!

Now Dick and Brent have been talking about this debate for quite some time now and finally ASMI has 
put it to the test!! 

Again with ASMI! Who are they? Well here ya go!

http://www.topvelocity.net/the-adventures-of-long-tossing/
http://www.topvelocity.net/asmi-vs-alan-jaeger-in-long-toss-study/
http://www.topvelocity.net/3x-pitching-superior-to-extreme-long-toss/
http://www.topvelocity.net/long-toss-vs-3x-power-throws/#more-4128
http://www.topvelocity.net/top-10-pitching-secrets-to-prevent-injury/#more-4294


 
American Sports Medicine Institute

ASMI specializes in BIOMECAHINCS 

In sports biomechanics, the laws of mechanics are applied in order to gain a greater understanding of athletic 
performance and to reducesport injuries as well. Elements of mechanical engineering (e.g., strain 
gauges), electrical engineering (e.g., digital filtering), computer science (e.g., numerical methods), gait  
analysis (e.g., force platforms), and clinical neurophysiology (e.g., surface EMG) are common methods used in 
sports biomechanics.

In my opinion, This is the "answer" site for sports medicine and mechanics.ASMI was co founded
By DR James R Andrews, M.D. This is “the guy” to listen to when we want answers about our body.

Now heres his bragging article

Andrews is well known for performing orthopedic surgery on high-profile athletes from a wide array of sports. He 
created the HealthSouth Sports Medicine Council and was the driving force behind the successful Go For It! 
Roadshow. He was also an athlete himself, winning aSoutheastern Conference Championship 
in polevaulting at Louisiana State University. Andrews was the subject of an ESPN.com article that praised his 
talents and listed some of his notable clients. One excerpt from the magazine stated that "[Andrews] is the alpha 
doc at the center of a sports-medicine network that extends well beyond doctors. Every athletic trainer, physical 
therapist, strength-and-conditioning coach in the land seems to have Andrews' cell phone number".[4] "As far as I 
know he's like the Jay-Z of the rap world. He's the best. He's smooth. He's smooth as butter." remarked Kevin 
Smith, Lions running back, on surgeon Dr. James Andrews who performed his ACL reconstruction. [5] He consulted 
on Tom Brady after his third knee surgery, Brett Favre with his shoulder surgery, [6] and most recently worked 
with Albert Pujols surgery on his right elbow. He also did a surgical repair of New Orleans Saints quarterback Drew 
Brees's throwing shoulder when he sustained a 360 tear of the labrum and additional rotator cuff damage.[7] He 
has also worked with professional wrestlers such as Shawn Michaels, Triple H, John Cena, and Randy Orton. He 
also consulted U.S. women's national soccer team goalkeeper Hope Solo on her major shoulder surgery. Dr. 
Andrews also performed wrist surgery on Kevin Ward of the San Diego Padres before Ward made the big leagues. 
It was in the minors that Ward injured his left wrist and was advised to give up on his dream of playing pro baseball 
due to the injury. With help from Dr. Andrews, Kevin Ward had made the majors at 29 years of age.

Andrews serves as the team doctor for Alabama, Auburn, and the NFL's Washington Redskins. [8]

Recently, Allen Iverson has decided to rehab his right calf rather than have surgery after being examined by Dr. 
Andrews [9]

Andrews' patients also include Michael Jordan, Jack Nicklaus, Emmitt Smith, Wyatt Stewart, IV, John Smoltz, Troy 
Aikman, Charles Barkley, Roger Clemens, Andrei Markov, Bo Jackson, and Ryan Broyles among others.[10]

Andrews is respected within sports medicine and his career has enjoyed notable press coverage.[11]
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So whos the guy Im going to listen to? 

Correct! 

The guy who shows me the proof! 

The guy who the pros go to!

Ive read a lot of stuff from DR. Andrews but this one is gold! 

Biomechanical comparison of baseball 
pitching and long-toss: implications for 
training and rehabilitation.
Fleisig GS, Bolt B, Fortenbaugh D, Wilk KE, Andrews JR.
American Sports Medicine Institute, 833 St. Vincent’s Drive, Suite 100, Birmingham, AL 35205, USA. glennf@asmi.org
Abstract
STUDY DESIGN:
Controlled laboratory study.

OBJECTIVES:
To test for kinematic and kinetic differences between baseball pitching from a mound and long-toss on flat ground.

BACKGROUND:
Long-toss throws from flat ground are commonly used by baseball pitchers for rehabilitation, conditioning, and 
training. However, there is controversy over the biomechanics and functionality of such throws.

METHODS:
Seventeen healthy, college baseball pitchers pitched fastballs 18.4 m from a mound to a strike zone, and threw 37 
m, 55 m, and maximum distance from flat ground. For the 37-m and 55-m throws, participants were instructed to 
throw "hard, on a horizontal line." For the maximum-distance throw, no constraint on trajectory was given. 
Kinematics and kinetics were measured with a 3-dimensional, automated motion analysis system. Repeated-
measures analyses of variance, with post hoc paired t tests, were used to compare the 4 throw types within 
pitchers.

RESULTS:
At foot contact, the participant's shoulder line was nearly horizontal when pitching from a mound and became 
progressively more inclined as throwing distance increased. At arm cocking, the greatest amount of shoulder 
external rotation (mean ± SD, 180° ± 11°), elbow flexion (109° ± 10°), shoulder internal rotation torque (101 ± 17 
Nm), and elbow varus torque (100 ± 18 Nm) were measured during the maximum-distance throws. Elbow 
extension velocity was also greatest for the maximum-distance throws (2573°/s ± 203°/s). Forward trunk tilt at the 
instant of ball release decreased as throwing distance increased.

CONCLUSION:
Hard, horizontal, flat-ground throws have bio mechanical patterns similar to those of pitching and are, therefore, 
reasonable exercises for pitchers. However, maximum-distance throws produce increased torques and changes in 
kinematics. Caution is, therefore, advised in the use of these throws for rehabilitation and training.
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Now to everything I said I would come back to.

MLB pitching

I got into this debate the other day on another site a frequent. We were talking about mimicking the 
pros. Here's what I said;

When I say watch the pros, I was strictly talking hitting. When it comes to the actual swing of 
the hitter (not all the goofy, pre pitch stances) 90% of all pro hitters are doing the same 
mechanics.. So now little johnny can pick almost any batter to emulate and he stands a good 
chance of learning it correctly. 

 
Pitching on the other hand is completely different. I would be willing to bet the numbers 
are reversed. 90% bad mechanics vs the 10% good. If 90% of the pitchers had great 
mechanics ( like what we learn from here), we would change the game. More aces, longer 
innings from are starters, giving more rest to bullpens…etc

Right now, little johnny can pick almost any pitcher to emulate and now his chances are 
not so good
 
How many teams have 1 solid ace in their rotation, let alone 3-4? Im a twins fan, so we 
haven't had one since Santana. 
Now compare that to teams who have 3-4 RBI guys. I would say almost every team 
has at least two.
 
ERA team
best phillie 302, worst orioles 489
I would guess the AVG would be around 390. 
 
Out of the top 90 pitchers this year (ERA)
Twins had 1, Palvono 430
 
BA by team
best TX 283, worst seattle 233.
MLB average 255, so if average is around 255
 
Now there are far more hitters above 255 per team.
 
Needless to say, Pitchers need to improve!

Here's the point I cant stress enough. The way we bring our pitchers up has to change. Good 
pitching is on a decline in the higher levels. 

WHY?

Because our mechanics don't cause injury over night. All the bad things we are taught 
growing up finally hit us at once, as teens and early in the career of the pros. The straw that 
broke the camels back! Every pitcher who has dealt with a career ending injury, remembers 
what pitch it happened on. But it was all the ones before that, that caused it.

We need to get our kids on track now, before we are doing rehab later.



Youth pitching rules from Little League, who follows the information From Who else? ASMI!!

Bailey for example, trains year round to pitch. I have no problem letting hm go out there 
once and again for 80 pitches. There are also kids I had, that I wouldn't let throw over 40 
because you can see them tire. As soon as they show fatigue, its time to come out. Once 
fatigue “sets in”, his mechanics will soon be compromised. I'm not talking about that 
emotional kid out there. That's not fatigue! That's emotions. They must stay out there and 
learn to fight through it!

Here's the little league pitch count rule

League 
Age Pitches Allowed Per Day

17-18 105

13 - 16 95

11-12 85

 9 - 10 75

7 - 8 
50 [Note: this is a change from the 2007 rules, which lumped all 
pitchers 10 and under together so as to allow even the youngest 

pitchers to throw 75 pitches in a day]

Ever notice when an MLB pitcher hits 100 pitches? Everyone starts to make a big deal that he's at 100. 

We ask our 13-16 to throw 95 pitches and our 17-18 year olds to throw 105. Yet we worry about a paid 
professional who reaches the same mark. Managers are real quick, to yank a guy after 100 pitches.

The point I'm trying to make here is, do the professionals quit training and building endurance? 
Shouldn't they be hitting at least 110-120. 

Do we just have 100 hard wired in our minds as dangerous? 

Are the pitchers never hitting their “walls” anymore and in turn losing stamina in the process!

Remember Ron 
This is not rocket science, it is really common sense. Most athletes these days are not overused or over stressed, they 
are under prepared Professional baseball typically behaves in many ways that I would classify as anti-training. Long 
distance running…60,90, and 120 throwing programs…these protocols actually retard progress, not enhance it.” Ron 
Wolforth

So studies from ASMI, and seeing the trend of pitching in the bigs, I think its clear that pitchers need 
better mechanics and training. 

So what do I use for throwing programs?



I let the kids lengthen out at their own pace. Keep them on track but try to give them their own amount 
of time. I try to get everything done quick (stretching (dynamic)), and leave 20 minutes or so for catch.

As far as distance?

Generally I like them to end at a “walking” crow hop. The ball should still be on a line ( no rainbows). 
It doesn't need to be a frozen rope but keep the arc limited. I have my pitchers use their pitching 
mechanics. I have them emphasize on the trunk, to launch the ball, VS the arm.

Once they cant get it there, That's their limit! You will see them build their mechanics and strength at 
the same time. You will see the distance increase but we are keeping the “maximum force”  limited 
and we are not jeopardizing the mechanics.

I don't worry about how many feet they are throwing, as long as they don't lose their proper mechanics.

MY CONCLUSION;

Long toss does not improve velocity. 

Mechanics are the gateway to velocity and a longer career. 

And finally, just because some upcoming pitchers are labeled “long tossers”, does not mean its the way 
YOU SHOULD BE TRAINING WITH IT!! 

Until “science” comes out with the proof in the pudding.

Bailey and I are staying away from it.
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